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Ciudad Guidelines: 

- Reservations can be made, on a limited basis, for parties of 6 – 12 

- Private Dining Room available for up to 14 people, please give us a call or ask your 

server for more information 

- When we are on a waitlist, we kindly ask you limit your                                            

stay once completed with your dining 

- Incomplete groups will not be sat until all in party have arrived  

- 20% gratuity added to parties of 6+ 

 

A Brief Story of Ciudad… 

The word Ciudad has roots in Spanish/Latin culture and means City. 

While in Porto, Portugal the owner, Marcus Lalario, was researching rotisserie chicken 

when he came across a restaurant by the name of Ciudad. After his first visit, he realized 

the idea was going to pivot and grow into something much more than just chicken. This 

was a place where friends gather side by side with strangers and enjoy amazing food and 

drinks. It was a place where you could pop in for a quick bite if you were out on the town 

bar hopping, or enjoy a night out with your family. It was after numerous trips to this  

remarkable restaurant he befriended the owner and immediately started grilling him 

with questions. Words were exchanged, information was passed and hands were shaken.  

The result was the promise to the owner that when he opened his restaurant venture he 

to would call it Ciudad in honor of his place and the hospitality he showed. 

After returning stateside, serendipity ran her course and Georgetown came calling. As 

everything fell into place with the Ox Bow Building and the design of the restaurant, the 

name was only obvious.  

Ciudad was established in June of 2016 and Bar Ciudad (rotisserie chicken) in March 

2017.  

“Flavors from the East, Vibes from The West” 

When creating the menu for Ciudad we didn’t stick to any one thing and we don’t expect 

you to either. Mix and match flavors with meats and vegetables and different sauces.  

Create your own meal or let us guide your way.  


